
The Arts Centre Telford 

Music @ HOME 
Year 4: The Planets 

Week 5

Introduction: 
Last week we Today we are going to focus on Venus - The Bringer of Peace. We studied the 

musical features and analysed the piece of music and its story. 

Today we are going to focus on Mars - The Bringer of War. We are going to listen to and 
analyse this piece of descriptive music.

Task 1: The Bringer of War 
The God named Mars was also known as the “Bringer of 

War”. 
A bringer of peace would bring calm, serenity and resolve 

war. An animal that represents peace now is the dove. 
Can you draw a picture of Mercury using only the piece of 

music to give you ideas? Don’t look it up first!

Cre$%&'e Ch$*+,n.e: W1,k 5 
Using the music only to guide you, draw a picture of the Bringer of War. 

Feel free to email your creative work to: jack@theartscentretelford.com
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Audio Clip: 

Mars 

Picture Link: 
Check Your Work Afterwards

Task 2: Key Musical Features 
This a link to the BBC Symphony Orchestra playing ‘Mars - 

The Bringer of War’. 
Watch the clip and listen for these musical features below: 

• Percussion and low pitched strings at the start. 
• Rumbling sound created from fast repeated rhythms. 
• Music gets a lot louder in the first minute (crescendo). 
• At its loudest the music is very loud (fortissimo). 
• Strange rhythms, makes it feel uneasy and scary. 
• Introduces higher pitched strings and woodwind. 
• Repeated snare drum makes it sound military.
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Video Clip: 

Mars - BBC Symphony 
Orchestra 

Definition: 
Sustained - This means 

‘held’ notes. The individual 
notes are held on for a long 
time with no faster rhythms.

Task 3: Character & Music 

Now we are going to link the musical features to the God 
that we are looking at. 

How do the musical features above help to describe a 
‘bringer of war’ and another small planet.
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Model Answer: 

Example: The crescendo in the 
first minute of the piece sounds 
like two armies marching and 

crashing together.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CknocbjKy4Q
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.deviantart.com/cahook2/art/Mars-Bringer-of-War-42467307&psig=AOvVaw1iYWgEpnD6VsRJ7z4GM5Z8&ust=1591373937030000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIjz2ofI6OkCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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